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Q4’20: RECORD QUARTERLY REVENUE

$

3.24B

53% Y/Y
16% Q/Q

Q4’20 EESC REVENUE

$

1.28B

Record quarterly server revenue as both cloud and
enterprise sales grew Q/Q.
Semi-custom sales increased Y/Y and Q/Q based on
strong demand for next-gen game consoles.

176% Y/Y

2020: RECORD FULL-YEAR REVENUE

$

9.76B

45% Y/Y

Q4’20 CG REVENUE

$

Y/Y and Q/Q increase driven by strong sales of
AMD Ryzen™ processors.

18% Y/Y

18% Q/Q

13% Q/Q

45%

FY’20 GROSS MARGIN

45%

Q4’20 GROSS MARGIN
FLAT Y/Y

3.2B

Fifth straight year of gross margin expansion.

2% pts. Y/Y

1% pt. Q/Q

Q1’21 GUIDANCE
~$

1.96B

FY’21 GUIDANCE

~79% Y/Y
~1% Q/Q

REVENUE

~

46%

NON-GAAP GROSS MARGIN

~

37% Y/Y
REVENUE

~

47%

NON-GAAP GROSS MARGIN

“We significantly accelerated our business in 2020, delivering record annual revenue while expanding
gross margin and more than doubling net income from 2019. Our 2021 financial outlook highlights the
strength of our product portfolio and robust demand for high-performance computing across the PC,
gaming and data center markets. We are excited about the opportunities ahead and very confident in
our long-term strategy as we continue executing our leadership product roadmaps.”

DR. LISA SU

AMD President and CEO

RECENT HIGHLIGHTS

AMD announced the AMD
Ryzen™ 5000 Series Mobile
Processors, delivering
unprecedented performance
and battery life for laptops
with the new “Zen 3” core
architecture.

AMD launched the AMD Radeon™
6000 Series GPUs, including the
fastest AMD gaming graphics
card ever, the AMD Radeon RX
6900 XT GPU.

AMD announced the AMD
Instinct™ MI100 accelerator,
the world’s fastest HPC GPU for
scientific research, built on the
new AMD CDNA architecture.

Cloud adoption of AMD EPYC™
grew with new instances
available from AWS and
Microsoft Azure.

*+/-$100M.
This document contains forward-looking statements concerning Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. (AMD) such as expectations of future products and partnerships and AMD’s expected first quarter 2021 and full year 2021 financial outlook, including revenue and
non-GAAP gross margin, which are made pursuant to the Safe Harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Investors are cautioned that these forward-looking statements are based on current beliefs, assumptions and expectations as of
January 26, 2021. These forward-looking statements involve certain known and unknown risks and uncertainties, many of which are difficult to predict and generally beyond AMD’s control, that could cause actual results and other future events to differ materially
from current expectations. AMD undertakes no intent or obligation to publicly update or revise its outlook statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except to the extent that disclosure may be required by law. Adjustments to
arrive at the non-GAAP gross margin typically include stock-based compensation and other non-recurring items. The timing and impact of such adjustments are dependent on future events that are typically uncertain or outside of AMD's control; therefore, a
reconciliation to equivalent GAAP measures is not practicable at this time. Investors are urged to review in detail the risks and uncertainties in AMD's Securities and Exchange Commission filings, including but not limited to AMD’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for
the quarter ended September 26, 2020.

